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Human physiology seeks to understand the mechanisms that work to keep the human body alive and
functioning, through scientific enquiry into the nature of mechanical, physical, and biochemical functions of
humans, their organs, and the cells of which they are composed.
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In anatomy, the scapula (plural scapulae or scapulas), also known as shoulder bone, shoulder blade, wing
bone or blade bone, is the bone that connects the humerus (upper arm bone) with the clavicle (collar bone).
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use the tips below to guide you. Boolean operators
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L'ipotiroidismo o insufficienza tiroidea Ã¨ una sindrome clinica del sistema endocrino che consegue ad un
deficit degli ormoni tiroidei (triiodotironina e tetraiodotironina o tiroxina) prodotti dalla tiroide e che comporta
una riduzione generalizzata di tutti i processi metabolici dell'organismo.
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